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Business Consultant by Day, Astronomer by Night

As a young boy growing up in New Jersey, Craig Bobchin was fascinated by all things about 
space and exploring the stars. He watched Star Trek (when it first aired) and followed the Apollo 
Moon Missions. His toys were all space themed, and he had a burning interest in science. By 
age 10 he got his first telescope as a gift, a 60mm Tasco Refractor which he used to explore 
everything he could in the sky.

That boyhood interest has followed him his entire life, but in 2001 things got serious and 
he bought a larger telescope, joined one of the most active astronomy clubs in California, 
and became one of the Orange County Astronomers most enthusiastic volunteers in their 
popular public astronomy outreach events. Showing people who had never looked through a 
telescope before, their first views of the Moon and planets had a profound effect on him and 
fueled his interests even further. In 2007 he founded Astronomy4You to organize astronomy 
events for schools, companies, and groups to expose them to universe first hand. Over the years 
Bobchin has shared the universe with thousands of people of all ages, and is currently getting 
very involved in astrophotography. 

"There is a whole universe out there that people can't see because of light pollution. With my 
telescopes I give people the chance to explore the stars and planets for themselves. I use my 
Explore Scientific ED127 Air-Spaced Triplet at all my outreaches. The optics are amazing and 
people are always complimenting the views it provides. This telescope has beautiful color-free 
images which as certainly given me a big step forward in making astrophotographs. I look 
forward to growing in my skills with the ED127."

-Craig Bobchin, Astronomy4You.com

Keep Exploring!
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Customer Service Center
The adventures these instruments 
can send you on are immeasurable, 
and we encourage you to enjoy our 
products fully, use them often and 
share with others. We want you to 
have the experience you deserve, so 
please do not hesitate to contact our 
Customer Service Center with your 
questions or suggestions at 
(866) 252-3811.

“I continue to be astounded by the amount of detail registered by my Explore 
Scientific ED127 (Carbon Fiber) refractor. I love the telescope and continue to be 
impressed with the images it produces!”

Mike Wiles
Astrophotographer

“I‘ve looked at the stars for 30 years and I have never had an eyepiece that gave me a wow factor like the Explore Scientific 100 Degree 14mm 
did. At 100 degrees it is an awesome vista to see. Not only were the stars pinpoint to the very edges of the field, the contrast was greatly 
enhanced as well. I was blown away. It is incredible!”

Tippy D’Auria
Founder of the Winter Star Party

“I love the AR127 telescope and have already tracked down quite a few 
Messier Objects! I will definitely continue to pursue astrophysical research with 
reinvigorated energy and enthusiasm!”

Sydney Marler
2015 National Young Astronomer Awardee

Follow Us On Social Media
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DAR102065-01

Clear Aperture ...................................................................... 102mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 633mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/6.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ............................................. 1.14
Limiting Magnitude .................................................................12.5
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ............................................................... 100.7mm
Tube Length .............................................................. 25.5” (648mm) 
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 10.4 lbs /4.7 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2”  Two -Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter
Finder Scope......................................................................................  8x50 Straight

DAR127065-01

Clear Aperture ....................................................................127mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 714mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/6.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ........................................... 0.9
Limiting Magnitude .................................................................13
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ................................................................. 130.4mm
Tube Length .............................................................. 34” (863mm)
Tube Assembly Weight ...................................... 15 lbs/6.8 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2”  Two -Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter
Finder Scope......................................................................................  8x50 Straight 

Clear Aperture ....................................................................152mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 988mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/6.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ............................................... 0.77
Limiting Magnitude ..................................................................13.4
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ................................................................ 157.7mm
Tube Length .............................................................. 41” (1,041mm)
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 23 lbs /10.7 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2”  Two -Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 
Finder Scope......................................................................................  8x50 Straight DAR152065-01

AR102 Achromatic Refractor

AR127 Achromatic Refractor

AR152 Achromatic Refractor

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings
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Clear Aperture ...................................................................... 80mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 480mm
Focal Ratio ...................................................................................... f/6
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ............................................. 1.45
Limiting Magnitude .....................................................................12
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ............................................................... 100.7mm
Tube Length ... 18.5”/475mm; w/o dew shield 15”/381mm 
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 7.5 lbs/3.4 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2.5" Hex Focuser
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

FCD100-10207-01

Clear Aperture ....................................................................102mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 714mm
Focal Ratio ..................................................................................... f/7
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ................................................. 1.14
Limiting Magnitude .................................................................12.5
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ................................................................... 119mm
Tube Length ... 30.5"/774mm; w/o dew shield 23.75”/603mm
Tube Assembly Weight ...................................... 12 lbs/5.4 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2.5" Hex Focuser
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

Clear Aperture ....................................................................127mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 952mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/7.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ................................................. .9
Limiting Magnitude ..................................................................13
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ................................................................ 130mm
Tube Length .. 41.75/1,060mm; w/o dew shield 33.25" (849mm)
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 18 lbs /10 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2.5”  Hex Focuser
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

ED80 FCD100 Apochromatic Refractor

ED102 FCD100 Apochromatic Refractor

ED127 FCD100 Apochromatic Refractor

FCD100-8006-01

FCD100-127075-01

An improvment upon Explore Scientific's award-winning original Air-Spaced Triplet 
Refractors — This new series using FCD100 ED Glass gives exceptional high performance 
with this special optical glass from HOYA® to nearly erase chromatic abberation with 
performance equivalent to fluorite (CaF2). Relying on this technological innovation, we have 
successfully launched the mass production of this ultra high-performance optical glass at the 
apex of the FCD family. Protected between two other air- spaced elements, FCD100 allows us 
to achieve spectacular chromatic aberration correction. 

Optional: 3” Starlight Feathertouch True 3” Focuser

Also available in light weight
carbon fiber

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings
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ES-ED127075-03

Clear Aperture ....................................................................127mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 952mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/7.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) .................................................... 0.9
Limiting Magnitude ....................................................................13
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 130mm
Tube Length ...41.75” /1,060mm; w/o dew shield 33.25”/844mm
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 20.5 lbs  9.3 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

ES-ED10207-01

Clear Aperture ....................................................................102mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 714mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/7
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ........................................... 1.14
Limiting Magnitude .................................................................12.5
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 119mm
Tube Length ...30.5”/774mm; w/o dew shield 23.75”/603mm
Tube Assembly Weight ...................................... 9.62 lbs   4.36 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

ES-ED0806-01

Clear Aperture .................................................................... 80mm
Focal Length ........................................................................ 480mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/6
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ............................................. 1.45
Limiting Magnitude ....................................................................12
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 85mm
Tube Length ..................18.5"/475mm; w/o dew shield 15”/381mm
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 7.5 lbs/3.4 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

ED80 Apochromatic Refractor

ED102 Apochromatic Refractor

ED127 Apochromatic Refractor

Optional: 3” Starlight Feathertouch True 3” Focuser

The Essential Series are our original award-winning Air-Spaced Triplet Refractors — 
This critically acclaimed series using genuine HOYA® FCD1 ED Glass protected between two 
other air- spaced elements, gives diffraction-limited, apochromatic performance that is an 
exceptional value. Great for critical visual work and astrophotography.
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TED15208CF-C3

EDT-127075-CF

Clear Aperture ....... 127mm      Focal Length ........ 952mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/7.5
Resolving Power (arc seconds) .................................................... 0.9
Limiting Magnitude ....................................................................13
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter .................................................................139.7mm
Tube Length ...39”/991mm; w/o dew shield 33.25” (844mm)
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 11.5 lbs / 5 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

EDT-1027-CF

Clear Aperture ....... 102mm      Focal Length ........ 714mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/7
Resolving Power (arc     seconds) .................................................. 1.14 
Limiting Magnitude .................................................................12.5
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 120mm
Tube Length ...26” (660.4mm), 23.75” (603mm)  w/o Dew Shield
Tube Assembly Weight ...................................... 7 lbs   3.2 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

EDT-0806-CF

Clear Aperture ....... 80mm      Focal Length ........ 480mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/6
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ............................................... 1.45
Limiting Magnitude ....................................................................12
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 96mm
Tube Length ...................17”/432mm; w/o dew shield 15”/381mm 
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 5 lbs/2.3 kgs
Focuser ..................................................................... 2” Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

Clear Aperture ....... 152mm      Focal Length ........ 1216mm
Focal Ratio .................................................................................. f/8
Resolving Power (arc seconds) ................................................... 0.75
Limiting Magnitude ....................................................................13
Mounting ........................................................ Universal Vixen Style
Tube Diameter ..................................................................... 165mm
Tube Length ...51.97” (1320mm), 41" (1041mm) w/o Dew Shield
Tube Assembly Weight .......................................... 20.5 lbs  9.3 kgs
Focuser ........................................................................ 3”  Two-Speed
Mirror Diagonal.........   99% Reflective 2-Inch w/1.25” Adapter 

ED80 Apochromatic Refractor

ED102 Apochromatic Refractor

ED127 Apochromatic Refractor

ED152 Apochromatic Refractor

Optional: 3” Starlight Feathertouch True 3” Focuser

Light Weight Carbon Fiber!

Optional: 3” Starlight Feathertouch True 3” Focuser

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings

*EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings
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Famed comet discoverer David H. Levy worked 
directly with Explore Scientific to fulfill a dream 
to design a portable telescope that could be 
used for comet hunting, deep sky observing, 
planetary observing, and astrophotography. 

The result is a superior blend of optics and 
mechanics in a rich field telescope utilizing the 
Maksutov-Newtonian optical design to produce 
pin-point coma-free images. 

Includes a shield to reduce the formation of 
dew and stray light. 

David H. Levy

• Clear Aperture: 152mm
• Focal Length: 731mm
• Focal Ratio: f/4.8
• Optical Design: Maksutov-Newtonian
• Tube Construction: Carbon Fiber; Aluminum; Stainless Steel
• Coatings: EMD™ (Enhanced Multilayer Deposition) Coatings
• Cradle: Dual Clamp-Ring Style with Built-In Handle
• Focuser: 2" Two-Speed
• Resolving Power: .77 arc seconds
• Saddle Plate: One-Piece Machined Aluminum Extrusion 
   Standard Vixen Style Dovetail Plate

• Tube Diameter: 180mm
• Limiting Stellar Magnitude: 13.4
• Tube Length: 696mm
• Dewshield Inner Diameter: 6.875”
• Optical Tube Assembly Weight: 15.4 lbs.; 7 kgs. 

MN06048CF-05

David H. Levy’s 
Comet Hunter 
Telescope
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Clear Aperture ...........................................................................152mm
Focal Length .............................................................................. 812mm
Focal Ratio ........................................................................................ f/3.9
Primary Mirror Diameter ...................................................... 208mm
Finder Scope ............................................................................. Optional
Tube Construction .............. Carbon Fiber:  Aluminum ;  Stainless Steel
Focuser .................................................................. 2-inch Two-Speed
HR Coma Corrector ................................................................ Optional

Astrophotography  and deep-sky visual enthusiasts will 
appreciate the telescope’s fast f/3.9 focal ratio, which means 
shorter exposure times and a wide field of view that is ideal 
for serious deep sky observations. The telescope also offers 
a precision focuser with reduction capability and tube rings 
with a standard 44mm dovetail and a handle that allows 
mounting of photographic equipment. An optional 8x50 
finder scope with an illuminated reticle is also available. The 
use of carbon fiber for the optical tube assembly reduces the 
total weight of the instrument by three pounds. It also makes 
focus point drift virtually nonexistent, which is key to getting 
successful long exposures during nights with large thermal 
changes. 

Explore Scientific’s 208mm 
Carbon Fiber Newtonian is a 
fantastic rich field telescope 
that is perfect for deep sky 
observing and imaging of faint 
galaxies and nebulae. 

Specifications:

HR Coma Corrector not included.
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Because it captures copious amounts of light, a 
Dobsonian telescope is an ideal workhorse for deep-
sky enthusiasts and a great instrument for getting 
highly detailed views of our planetary neighbors. 
Although the size of these telescopes can appear 
daunting, the truss tube structure is made from 
aluminum for maximum rigidity with a minimum of 
mass.  These telescopes can be broken down and 
transported easily even in small cars and reassembled 
within minutes without tools. The combination of big 
altitude wheels and an optimized aluminum-sandwich 
construction allows for small movements even at high 
magnifications. Each Dobsonian comes with a 2” dual-
speed focuser with helical gearing and a soft light baffle 
to limit interference from stray light sources. Explore 
Scientific’s HR Coma Corrector is available separately. 

No telescope type has influenced 
amateur astronomy as radically as 
the Dobsonian telescope.

• Extremely high rigidity construction
• Dew-resistant due to aluminum construction
• Two large radial fans in primary mirror box allow for fast thermal equilibrium
• Modern Truss-Dobsonian telescope in full aluminum construction

• Modern primary mirror cell: The telescope mirror can be collimated from the front while 
   looking through the eyepiece and is supported by a modern flotation system with 
   radial roller bearings
• Large altitude bearings provide smooth and precise movement even at high magnifications
• Secondary unit and altitude bearings fit into the rocker box and the mirror box includes a 
   cover for transport so that the whole telescope breaks down into only two sections
   plus the trusses.

Explore Scientific 
Dobsonian telescopes 
are available in 10", 12" 
and 16" apertures.

DOB1045-00
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Focal Length ....................................... 1,270mm
Primary Mirror Diameter .............. 10"/254mm
Finder Scope ....................... LED - Red Dot Finder
Construction .......................... Aluminum; Steel
Focusing System ..................... 2" Two-Speed
Eyepiece Holder ...................................... 2"/1.25"
F Ratio  ..............................................................  f/5

DOB1045-00

Focal Length ....................................... 1,525mm
Primary Mirror Diameter .............. 12"/305mm
Finder Scope ....................... LED - Red Dot Finder
Construction .......................... Aluminum; Steel
Focusing System ..................... 2" Two-Speed
Eyepiece Holder ...................................... 2"/1.25"
F Ratio  ..............................................................  f/5

DOB1245-00

Focal Length ....................................... 1,826mm
Primary Mirror Diameter ..............16"/406mm
Finder Scope ....................... LED - Red Dot Finder
Construction .......................... Aluminum; Steel
Focusing System ..................... 2" Two-Speed
Eyepiece Holder ...................................... 2"/1.25"
F Ratio  ..............................................................  f/4.5

DOB1645-00

During transport, 
the rocker box 
secures the 
secondary unit and 
altitude bearings. 

The large altitude bearings 
allow for smooth, subtle 
movements. 

The aluminum 
trusses are both 
sturdy and 
lightweight.

The mirror can be collimated from the front while looking through 
the eyepiece. 

The 2" dual-speed focuser 
has helical gearing and 
offers 10:1 reduction.

Two circulation fans provide 
fast temperature equilibrium  
for the primary mirror.

The primary mirror 
box has a cover for 
safe transport. 
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be quick to respond when you feel adventure call! 
The grab-and-go Bresser AR102S is ready at a moment’s notice 
and fully outfitted with the optical equipment you need to truly 
connect with both the world around and the sky above.
The star of the kit is Bresser’s AR102S rich field refractor with its 
unique internal diagonal mirror, will open up a treasure trove of 
night sky treats such as the Moon’s chiseled terrain or the arches 
of the Orion Nebula. This telescope is portable and has enough 
aperture to view distant star clusters and galaxies. Assembly and 
tear down is super-quick so you can maximize your time under the 
stars.
To scan the constellations and for nature watching, a pair of high 
quality BRESSER 7x50LE (long eye-relief ) binoculars are included. 
Multi-coated optics and high-quality porro prisms give these bin-
oculars exceptional light-gathering capability and optical clarity. 
to deliver crisp, bright images filled with surprising details even in 
low-light conditions.

Bresser AR102S Refractor w/7x50LE Binocu-
lars

Specifications
Focal Length................................................................................................. 459mm
Focal Ratio........................................................................................................... f/4.5
Eyepiece.............................................................. 20mm 1.25” 70° Eyepiece 
Finderscope ........................................................................................ Optional
Focuser ...................................................................................... 1.25” Rack and Pinion
Optical Tube Diameter....................................................................................... 4”
Optical Tube Length................................................................................... 20.2

Package includes: 
• Bresser AR102S Refractor 

• Manual Alt/Az Mount; 20mm 1¼” 70° eyepiece 

• 7x50LE Porro Prism Binoculars 

• Backpack which holds scope, 
   binoculars and Alt/Az mount and tripod

• Tripod, which secures to outside of backpack 
    for transporting
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Your telescope’s eyepiece is more than a simple accessory. Instead, it plays a critical 
role in determining how profoundly you connect with the cosmos. 

Created to provide long eye relief and wide fields of view for a comfortable full 
immersion experience, Explore Scientific’s premium eyepieces allow your telescope 
to reach its full visual performance potential. By using advanced computer design, 
combinations of low dispersion and high refractive index optical glasses and 
durable enhanced multi-layer deposition (EMD) coatings, Explore Scientific's 
Gas-Purged Waterproof eyepieces are optimized to produce views that are rich in 
contrast and resolution with crisp definition and superior flat field characteristics.

To protect the precision optics, the body of each eyepiece is O-ring sealed and 
purged with an inert gas to create a waterproof environment that is impervious to 
internal fogging and prevents contaminants like fungus, dust or cleaning solution 
from entering. Because of this, our waterproof eyepiece is easier to clean, and clean 
optics always produce the best contrast.

Every Explore Scientific eyepiece has  foldable soft silicone rubber eyecups to 
provide the most comfortable viewing experience 
and a filter thread on the barrel that will allow 
for use of standard astronomical filters.

Why Make High Performance 
Waterproof Eyepieces?

Each eyepiece is O-ring sealed and purged with an inert gas to create a waterproof environment.
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The 68° eyepieces are designed for those who prefer longer eye relief but still 
want to enjoy a field of view that is wider than a classic Plossl or Orthoscopic 
style eyepiece. If you wear eyeglasses and either want or need to keep them on 

while observing, the extra long eye relief built into the 68° models will allow 
you to do that and still observe comfortably. As you can see from the chart 
shown below, the eye relief in this series starts at almost 12mm on the 16mm 
model and increases quickly until it reaches a maximum of 31mm on the 
40mm model. There are six Explore Scientific 68° eyepieces – the 24mm, 
28mm, 34mm and 40mm – that sport an eye relief of over 18mm, which is 
perfect for eyeglass wearers. 

68° Series™ Waterproof Eyepieces 

68
º E

ye
pi
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e 
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ri

es
TM • Optimized Optical Design

• Exotic Glass Combinations
   for Optimum Results

• Durable Coatings & Finishing Touches
• Waterproof, Fog-Proof Housing

• Wide Field Experience
• Tapered 2” Barrel for Extra Security

• Optional Focal Extenders 
   for Extra Magnification
• Fully multi-coated and 

   edge-blackened to produce
   maximum contrast

Field stop diameter ... 18.2mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 11.9mm
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 61.9mm  W = 43.2mm
Weight .......... 158 grams; 5.5 oz

16mm / EPWP6816-01

Field stop diameter ... 22.8mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 15.3mm
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 69.6mm  W = 50.3mm
Weight .......... 247 grams; 8.7 oz

20mm / EPWP6820-01

Field stop diameter ... 27.2mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief .............................. 18.4
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 75.6mm  W = 56.2mm
Weight ........... 329 grams; 11.6 oz

24mm / EPWP6824-01

Field stop diameter ... 31.8mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 21.6mm
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 91.4mm  W = 61.3mm
Weight ........... 458 grams; 16.1 oz

28mm / EPWP6828-01

Field stop diameter ... 38.6mm
Diameter ................................ 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 26.4mm
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 100.8mm  W = 69.6mm
Weight ........... 685 grams; 24.1 oz

34mm / EPWP6834-01

Field stop diameter ... 52.2mm
Diameter ................................ 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 31mm
Elements .................. 6 in 4 groups 
Size ....... L = 114.2mm  W = 80.3mm
Weight ........... 998 grams; 35.2 oz

40mm / EPWP6840-01
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Field stop diameter ..... 43mm
Diameter ................................ 2”
Eye Relief ........................ 22mm
Elements ................. 7 in 4 groups
Size ....... L = 131mm  W = 82mm
Weight .......... 1,007 grams; 35.5 oz

30mm / EPWP8230-01

Field stop diameter ..... 33.5mm
Diameter ................................ 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 17.5mm
Elements ................. 7 in 4 groups
Size ............. L = 110mm  W = 70mm
Weight ............ 704 grams; 24.8 oz

24mm / EPWP8224-01

Field stop diameter ..... 25.3mm
Diameter ................................ 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 19mm
Elements ................. 7 in 4 groups 
Size ............ L = 89mm  W = 56mm
Weight ............ 390 grams; 13.7 oz

18mm / EPWP8218-01

82° Series™ Waterproof Eyepieces 
With their 82° apparent field of view, immerse you in a very 
comfortable ultra-wide field that naturally promotes relax-
ation at the eyepiece. When you relax your eyes and take in 
the scene presented before you, it is much easier to observe 
for longer periods of time, and details begin to materialize
that may not have become apparent to you at first glance. 
Another great benefit of ultra-wide eyepieces is the ease with 
which you can gaze, not directly at an object, but slightly to

either side. This skill, called using averted vision, is especially 
helpful when observing faint objects, because using averted 
vision puts the image on a part of your eye that is more sen-
sitive to light, allowing you to see fainter images.

Field stop diameter ..... 9.6mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 13.6mm
Elements .................. 7 in 4 groups
Size ............... L = 87mm  W = 43mm
Weight ............. 213 grams; 7.5 oz

4.7mm / EPWP8247-01

Field stop diameter ..... 9.5mm
Diameter .............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ........................ 15.7mm
Elements .................. 7 in 4 groups
Size .............. L = 90mm  W = 43mm
Weight .............. 228 grams; 8 oz

6.7mm / EPWP8267-01

Field stop diameter ..... 12.4mm
Diameter ............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 15.6mm
Elements .................. 7 in 4 groups
Size ....... L = 85mm  W = 48mm
Weight .............. 255 grams; 8.9 oz

8.8mm /EPWP8288-01

Field stop diameter ..... 15.9mm
Diameter ............................... 125”
Eye Relief ....................... 15.6mm
Elements .................. 7 in 4 groups
Size ....... L = 87mm  W = 48mm
Weight .............. 279 grams; 9.8 oz

11mm / EPWP8211-01

Field stop diameter ..... 18.9mm
Diameter ............................. 1.25”
Eye Relief ....................... 15.6mm
Elements .................. 7 in 4 groups
Size .............. L = 83mm  W = 48mm
Weight .............. 256 grams; 9 oz

14mm / EPWP8214-01

• Fully multi-coated and edge-blackened to produce 
   maximum contrast
• Exotic Glass Combinations 
   for Optimum Results. 
• Durable Coatings 
   & Finishing Touches. 
• Tapered 2” Barrel for 
   Extra Security. 
• Waterproof, Fog-
   Proof Housing. 
• Ultra-Wide Field 
   Experience. 
• Optimized Optical 
   Design.  
• Optional Focal Extenders 
   for Extra Magnification.
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92° Series™ Waterproof Eyepieces 
The Explore Scientific 92° Series™ eyepieces are 
hyper-wide class oculars that can transform your 
visual astronomy experience. You may be startled at 
the amazingly wide expanse of inky black sky you 
behold the first time you bring your eye to a 92° Series 
eyepiece, and, after awhile, you may even forget that 
you have an eyepiece between you and the universe! 
These eyepieces have the longest eye-relief in their 
class, which is perfect for those who desire the most 
comfortable hyper-wide viewing experience. 

Another great benefit of hyper-wide eyepieces is 
the ease with which you can gaze, not directly at an 
object, but slightly to either side. This skill, called using 
averted vision, is especially helpful when observing 
faint objects, because using averted vision puts the 
image on a part of your eye that is more sensitive to 
light, allowing you to see fainter images.

Field stop diameter .... 27.46mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 19.92mm
Elements .................. 8 in 6 groups
Size ....... L = 158.75mm  W = 76.2mm
Weight .............. 1020 grams; 36 oz

12mm /EPWP9212-01

Field stop diameter ... 19.6mm
Diameter ................................. 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 20.02mm
Elements .................. 8 in 6 groups
Size ....... L = 158.75mm  W = 76.2mm
Weight .............. 907 grams; 32 oz

17mm / EPWP9217-0192
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• Extra Long Eye Relief Design
• Fully multi-coated and edge 
   blackened to produce 
   maximum contrast
• Exotic Glass Combinations 
   for Optimum Results. 
• Durable Coatings 
   & Finishing Touches. 
• Tapered 2” Barrel for 
   Extra Security. 
• Waterproof, Fog-
   Proof Housing. 
• Hyper-Wide Field 
   Experience. 
• Optimized Optical 
   Design.  
• Optional Focal Extenders 
   for Extra Magnification.
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Field stop diameter ... 15.7mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 12.5mm
Elements .................................... 9 
Size ....... L = 145mm  W = 60mm
Weight .......... 602 grams; 21.2 oz

Field stop diameter ... 24.4mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ........................ 14.5mm
Elements ................................... 9 
Size ....... L = 157mm  W = 70mm
Weight .......... 836 grams; 29.4 oz

Field stop diameter ... 34.8mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ......................... 14.5mm
Elements .................................. 9 
Size ....... L = 156mm  W = 70mm
Weight ........... 968 grams; 38.1 oz

Field stop diameter ....... 41mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ........................ 14.5mm
Elements .................................... 9 
Size ....... L = 140mm  W = 73mm
Weight ....... 1,177 grams; 41.5 oz

Field stop diameter ... 52.2mm
Diameter ................................... 3”
Eye Relief ....................... 19mm
Elements ............................ 9
Size ....... L = 200mm  W = 107mm
Weight .......... 2,353 grams; 82.9 oz

Field stop diameter ... 9.6mm
Diameter .................................. 2”
Eye Relief ....................... 10.5mm
Elements ................................... 9 
Size ....... L = 150mm  W = 56mm
Weight ........... 612 grams;  21.6 oz

5.5mm / EPWP10055-01

9mm / EPWP1009-01 14mm / EPWP10014-01 20mm / EPWP10020-00 25mm / EPWP10025-01 30mm / EPWP10030-01

100° Series™ Waterproof Eyepieces 
These hyper-wide class oculars can transform your 
visual astronomy experience. You may be startled 
at the amazingly wide expanse of inky black sky 
you behold the first time you bring your eye to 
a 100° Series eyepiece, and, after awhile, 
you may even forget that you have an 
eyepiece between you and the 
universe! With an apparent field of 
view that is close to the maximum 
for hyper-wide eyepiece design, 
objects are not only easier to locate, 
but for non-driven telescopes the 
object will stay in the field of view 
for a very long time before any 
adjustments need to be made.

• Fully multi-coated and edge-blackened to produce maximum contrast
• Waterproof, Fog-Proof Housing
• Durable Coating & Finishing Touches
• Tapered Barrel for Extra Security
• Hyper-Wide Field Experience
• Optimized Optical Design
• Exotic Glass Combinations for Optimum Results
• Optional Focal Extenders for Extra Magnification
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The 9mm 120° Series Argon-Purged Waterproof Eyepiece was extensively 
field tested by amateur astronomers at star parties in Canada and the USA 
and is now in the production stage. What we learned during those tests 
was that about half of the viewers could see the entire boundary of the 
field stop at once, while the other half could only see stars as far to the 
edges that their eyes would permit without seeing a boundary. 

The Explore Scientific 9mm 120° Series™ eyepiece really is in a class by 
itself. The 120° apparent field of view is unlike anything you have experi-
enced before. Normally, when we look through hyper wide field eyepiec-
es, we see a huge swath of the night sky at low magnification. With the 
9mm 120°, however, you see even more universal real estate, but you also 
see the main attraction, whether it is a nebulae, a galaxy, or a star cluster, 
close up and personal. In our opinion, it is the best of both worlds. 
With such a wide field, you will also notice that objects stay in the field 
of view for a long time. This is especially noticeable when your telescope 
does not have a drive, like a Dobsonian or a refractor on a grab and go 
mount like the Explore Scientific Twilight I. Another great benefit of 
hyper-wide eyepieces is the ease with which you can gaze, not directly at 
an object, but slightly to either side. This skill, called using averted vision, 
is especially helpful when observing faint objects, because using averted 
vision puts the image on a part of your eye that is more sensitive to light, 
allowing you to see fainter images.

The World’s Widest Apparent Field 
Eyepiece For Astronomy

• Fully multi-coated and edge-blackened to produce maximum contrast
• Optimized Optical Design
• Exotic Glass Combinations for Optimum Results
• Durable Coatings & Finishing Touches
• Waterproof, Fog-Proof Housing
• Hyper-Wide Field Experience
• Tapered 2” Barrel for Extra Security
• Optional Focal Extenders for Extra Magnification
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EPWP12009-01

Field stop diameter ................. 15.7mm
Diameter .............................................. 2”
Eye Relief .................................... 12.5mm
Elements .......................... 12 in 8 groups
Size ......................... L = 145mm  W = 60mm
Weight ........................ 602 grams; 21.2 oz
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68º / EPWP68KIT 82º / EPWP82KIT

68º Eyepiece Kit
The 68° Series™ kit comes with the 16mm, 24mm 
and 34mm eyepieces. These waterproof and fog-
proof eyepieces are optimized to produce high 
contrast, high resolution and superior flat field 
characteristics. They offer long eye-relief and a nice 
68° apparent field of view. Each has a soft silicone 
rubber eyecup for the comfort of the observer.

100º Eyepiece Kit
The 100° Series™ kit comes with the 5.5mm, 
9mm and 14mm eyepieces. These hyper-wide 
class oculars wil transform your visual astronomy 
experience. With an apparent field of view that is 
close to the maximum for hyper-wide eyepiece 
design, objects are not only easier to locate, but 
for non-driven telescopes the object will stay in 
the field of view for a very long time before any 
adjustments need to be made.

82º Eyepiece Kit
The 82° Series™ kit comes with the 6.7mm, 
11mm, 18mm and 30mm eyepieces. The 82° 
apparent field of view immerses the observer in 
a very comfortable ultra-wide field that naturally 
promotes relaxation at the eyepiece. When you 
relax your eyes and take in the scene presented 
before you, it is much easier to observe for longer 
periods of time, and details begin to materialize. 
that may not have become apparent to you at 
first glance. 

Eyepiece Kits
When it comes to eyepieces, it is best to have multiple options on hand during an observing/imaging session to meet changing magnification or field of view 
needs. These eyepiece kits consist of a collection of our premium eyepieces and a soft-sided protective case that keeps them organized and secure during transit. 

100º / EPWP100KIT
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These general-purpose filters block 
a broad range of wavelengths, 
including those associated with 
common sources of light pollution.  
The CLS does a good job of 
increasing contrast, providing a 
darker sky background.

CLS 1.25” 
and 2.0” Filters

Co
lo

r F
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er
s

This is an ultra-high contrast 
narrowband filter, designed 
for observing a broad range of 
nebulae. The filter blocks all but 
the emission lines for hydrogen 
and oxygen, thereby countering 
artificial lights and afterglow.

Hydrogen is the most abundant 
element in the universe and 
many nebulae glow in the light of 
H-beta. By blocking all other light 
wavelengths other than H-beta, this 
filter allows the misty structures of 
faint nebulae to pop to life.

This filter, which blocks all but the 
two emission lines for oxygen, is 
a great choice for observations of 
supernova remnants and other 
nebulae that glow in OIII. With 
this filter some normally invisible 
regions of nebulae are revealed.

UHC 1.25” and 
2.0” Nebula Filters

H-Beta 1.25” and 
2.0” Nebula Filters

Oxygen III 1.25” 
and 2.0” Nebula Filters

Filters
A filter is another tool amateur astronomers can use to combat 
the ill effects of stray light and increase contrast to the point 
that nebulae and galaxies pop against the inky night sky. These 
filters work by reflecting away certain wavelengths of light, such 
as those commonly associated with streetlights. By blocking 
wavelengths like these, others get the chance to truly shine.  

310225

310215 310235 310205

310220 310210 310230 310200
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Eyepieces Equation Reference

To learn more on how to chose and use eyepieces:
http://explorescientificusa.com/pages/videos

Calculating Magnification
Telescope Focal Length ÷ Eyepiece Focal Length = Magnification
-or-
Telescope Aperture ÷ Exit Pupil = Magnification

Calculating The Eyepiece Focal Length for Lowest Useful Magnification (LUM)
Telescope Aperture (mm) ÷ Fully Dilated Eye (mm) = LUM
-Then-
Telescope Focal Length (mm) ÷ LUM = Eyepiece Focal Length

Calculating The Eyepiece Focal Length For Highest Useful Magnification (HUM)
Telescope Aperture (mm) X 3 = HUM or more conservative Telescope Aperture 
(inches) X 60 = HUM
-Then-
Telescope Focal Length (mm) ÷ HUM = Eyepiece Focal Length

Calculating True Field of View (TFOV)
Eyepiece Apparent Field (AFOV) ÷ Magnification = TFOV
-or-
Eyepiece Field Stop ÷ Telescope Focal Length × 57.3° = TFOV

Calculating Exit Pupil
Eyepiece Focal Length ÷ Telescope f-ratio = Exit Pupil
-or-
Telescope Aperture ÷ Magnification = Exit Pupil

An eyepiece is a critical part of any telescope configuration 
because it establishes how you interact with the object you are 
observing. The eyepiece you choose determines magnification, 
field of view and exit pupil. Knowing how to calculate the effect 
an individual eyepiece has on these factors will allow you to 
configure your optical set-up to meet your specific needs.

ƒ

D

Exit Pupil

EyepieceObjective
AFOV =

Angle in Degress from the
Eye to the Field Stop in

the Eyepiece

TFOV =
Actual Degrees of

Sky Coverage
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The EQ3 mount’s German equatorial design allows users to follow the elliptical 
and smoothly track celestial targets on their journey across the sky. It comes with 
two flexible shafts for guiding the scope and a 2½lbs counterweight to provide 
the necessary balance. It can be polar aligned for easier navigation.

• Holds up to 15 lbs of equipment

• Comes with extendable metal tripod with 1 ¼” legs

• Tripod has locking accessory tray for stability 

• Maximum height: 1.06m (42”)

• Minimum height: .635m (25”)

• Weight: 7kg (15.5lbs)

FirstLight™ EQ3 Mount & Tripod

EQ
3 
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FL-EXOSNANOT1-00

FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152

EQ3 Tripod Compatibility Chart
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The Twilight Nano is an alt-azimuth mount that combines a 
long panhandle control with a large surface bushing design 
to make it easier for users to track celestial objects as they 
move through the night sky. The lightweight mount is highly 
portable but can still hold up to 15lbs of equipment.

• Comes with extendable metal tripod with 1 ¼” legs

• Tripod has locking accessory tray for stability 

• Maximum height: 1.06m (42”)

• Minimum height: .635m (25”)

FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152

FirstLight™ Twilight Nano Mount

Twilight Nano Tripod Compatibility Chart
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Twilight I Mount & Tripod
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MAZ01-00

FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152

The Twilight I alt-azimuth mount can smoothly move your telescope 
up, down and side-to-side and then firmly lock it into position to avoid 
frustrating slippage. It has slow-motion controls on both axes that 
facilitate fine adjustments and easy object tracking. Its adjustable fork 
arm allows users to angle the head mount enough for some telescopes 
to point at the zenith. 

• Support up to 18 pounds
• Metal tripod’s footprint: 42”
• Weight tripod base: 11 lb.
• Weight mount head: 6.6 lb.
• Mount head dimensions: 14” x 7” x 4”
• Tripod open, legs fully extended with the mount head: 55.5” at highest 
  point, 53” to the center of the mounting bracket. 
• Tripod open, retracted legs with the mount head: 38.5” at highest point
• Tripod fully collapsed with no mount head : 29.5”

Twilight I Tripod Compatibility Chart
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FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152
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Twilight II Dual-Head Heavy-Duty Mount & Tripod
Ideally suited for astrophotography and outreach, the Twilight II mount 
can accommodate two telescopes at once and hold up to 60 pounds of 
equipment. The movement of the heavy-duty mount is controlled by large 
chrome dials that are simple to manipulate. It also comes with an 8-inch 
pier extension to accommodate larger telescopes and provide a more 
comfortable viewing experience. 

• Weight tripod base: 13.6 lb.
• Weight tripod & mount head: 22.3 lb.
• Weight tripod, mount head, pier extension: 24.6 lb.  
• Tripod fully collapsed, no mount head: 31.5”
• Tripod open, retracted legs, with mount head and pier extension:
   42.5” to highest point
• Tripod open, legs fully extended with the mount head: 50” at highest point,
• Tripod open, legs fully extended with mount head and pier extension: 58” to 
  highest point

MAZ-02P

TPE001-00

Twilight II Tripod Compatibility Chart
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EXOS II Mount & Tripod Manual System
EXOS2 Mount & Tripod Manual System
The EXOS II manual equatorial mount is an excellent choice for long ob-
serving sessions because it allows users to smoothly and accurately track 
astronomical objects as they journey through the night sky. Slow motion 
controls make it easy to adjust the telescope’s position, and precise ball 
bearings in both axes ensure minimum backlash while using the controls. 

• Includes counterweight of 10lbs for proper balance
• Supports up to 29lbs of equipment
• Metal tripod has 2” diameter legs
• Tripod height range: 29” to 49”
• Tripod’s center bracing bar suppresses vibration for clear images and 
  added stability
• Mount comes with an illuminated polar finder scope and offers precise 
  graduated circles 
• Has latitude, right ascension and declination scales

BR-EXOS2
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FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152

EXOS II Tripod Compatibility Chart
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BR-EXOS2GT
EXOS II Mount & Tripod with GOTO System
The EXOS II GOTO equatorial mount is an excellent choice for 
astrophotography and long observing sessions. It is equipped with 
motors on both axes that allow the mount to smoothly and accurately 
track astronomical objects as they journey through the night sky. The 
computerized GOTO system is operated with a hand controller and includes 
an impressive database of celestial objects. 

• Includes counterweight of 10lbs for proper balance
• Supports up to 29lbs of equipment
• Metal tripod has 2” diameter legs
• Tripod height range: 29” to 49”
• Tripod’s center bracing bar suppresses vibration for clear images and 
  added stability
• 12V battery pack; requires 8 D batteries
• Mount comes with an illuminated polar finder scope and offers precise 
  graduated circles 
• Has latitude, right ascension and declination scales
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FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152

EXOS II GOTO Tripod Compatibility Chart
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Windows Tablet sold separately.
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Explore Scientific has paired up with Losmandy to offer a great combination of 
the legendary G-11 Equatorial Mount and the new PMC-Eight™ GOTO system 
with ultra-quiet stepper drives. Inspired by the Schaffer mount design, this solid 
mount is a workhorse used by amateur and professional astronomers around the 
world. It offers precision, elegance and the stability to support up to 60 pounds of 
observing equipment. Load it up and experience it for yourself. The Windows app 
supplied by Explore Scientific allows users to operate the electronics wirelessly 
using a tablet or PC. If you prefer, it also can be operated wirelessly or wired using 
other popular astronomy software programs from your computer via ASCOM.

The driving force of the PMC-Eight™, which features an 8 processor micro 
controller, is our unique OpenGOTO Software Community. This open architecture 
provides unlimited potential to give you the power to define how far you can go. 
You can download our SDK and program the PMC-Eight™ with your own coded 
commands and functions, creating a custom GOTO astronomy experience for 
exploring the universe on your own terms.

For a more portable option, Explore Scientific's EXOS II German Equatorial Mount 
incorporates all of the PMC-Eight™ technology in an affordable mount and tripod 
package that is capable of supporting up to 28 pounds of equipment. Visit our 
website for more details.

Wireless Connectivity
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FCD102

FCD127

FCD80

ED APO FCD100 Triplet Refractors
AR102

AR127

Air-Spaced Doublet Refractors

ED80

ED102

ED127

ED Apochromatic Refractors

ED127CF

ED152CF

ED80CF

ED102CF

Carbon Fiber ED Apochromatic Refractors

152N CF

208N

208N CF

Newtonians

FL-AR102

FL-AR127

FL-AR80

FirstLight™ Refractors

FL-AR152

FL-N114

FL-N130

FirstLight™ Newtonians

FL-N150

FL-N203

FL-MC127

FirstLight™ Maksutov-Cassegrains
FL-MC100

FL-MC152

AR152
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G-11 Mount w/ PMC-Eight™ GoTo System
• Time-tested Losmandy G-11 mount ensures precision performance

• Use the optional Telescope Drive Master with Losmandy G-11 
   Adapter for perfect tracking performance.

• Guide the PMC-Eight™ with the included ExploreStars™ app, which 
   can easily locate 70,000 objects, or use your own ASCOM-compliant sky software

• Operates with Windows® PC, Tablet, or Smartphone. (not included)

• Open-source software encourages customization

• Ultra-quiet stepper drives provide for peaceful observing

• Wireless capability adds versatility

G-11 PMC-Eight™ Tripod Compatibility Chart

ES-G11PMC8-00

Optional Telescope Drive Master
for Superior Tracking

Tricia working on copy 
ADD more specs here.
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This multi-faceted accessory is designed for 
astrophotography. As a field flattener, this piece 
addresses edge-of-field aberrations caused by 
curved focal planes. As a focal reducer, it will 
reduce your f-ratio by .7 for a wider field of view, 
brighter images and less exposure time. 
This accessory boasts fully multi-
coated optics and comes with a 2” 
adapter to accommodate different 
focuser sizes and two T-thread adapters.
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FE02-125 FE05-125

Focal Extenders
A curved focal plane is an inherent 
feature in most telescope designs and is 
nothing to note for general stargazers. 
But, for astrophotographers, that curved 
plane can ruin hours of patient imaging. 
Designed for refracting telescopes, Explore 
Scientific’s Field Flattener conquers these 
frustrating edge-of-field aberrations. This 
accessory has fully multi-coated optics and 
fits into a 2” focuser.

Field Flattener

Field Flattener/ Focal Reducer

A good Focal Extender adds some real versatility to your telescope accessory line-up. 
First of all, it allows you to increase the magnification of any eyepiece with the same 
barrel size that you already own. In other words, 3 eyepieces offer 6 magnification 
choices with the addition of a focal extender. Secondly, most of the time, lower magni-
fication eyepieces have better eye relief than higher power models. When using a 
focal extender to increase your magnification, you get to enjoy the generous eye relief 
of the lower power eyepiece, and that’s quite a bonus, especially for eyeglass wearers 
or for those with fast telescopes who can really push high magnification eyepieces. We 
offer a complete line-up of focal extenders. We make a 1.25” series with 2x, 3x and 5x 
models and a 2” 2x model, so there is something for every style of telescope.

FE02-020 FE03-125

HR Coma Corrector
Our 2” coma corrector can help you minimize 
or even eliminate image aberrations even in 
fast Newtonians. It offers multi-coated lenses, 
a black-anodized aluminum barrel with spacer 
markings and a textured rubber grip. It comes 
with two adapters (.75” and 1”) to secure to your 
T adapter and a protective cap.

FFEDAPO-00

HRCC02-00

FFFR507X-00

2x Focal Extender; 
1.25-inch O.D. Barrel

2x Focal Extender; 
1.25-inch O.D. Barrel

3x Focal Extender; 
1.25-inch O.D. Barrel

5x Focal Extender; 
1.25-inch O.D. Barrel

2” Field Flattener Lens for ED APO’s

2” HR Coma Corrector for Newtonians

3” Field Flattener .7x Focal 
Reducer for ED APO 152mm F/8
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FOCEDAPO-00

FOCDAR-00

FOCCMTHTR-00

FOCEDCRBN-01

FOCEDAPO-RP

Focusers
A
B
C
D
E

2” Air-Spaced Triplet Focuser : 7”

2” AR Series Focuser: 7”
2” Comet Hunter Focuser - 
Includes Extension Tubes: 7”
APO EDT Series Crayford Style Focuser

APO EDT Series Rack & Pinion Focuser

A
B

DDO2-00CF

2” 99% Reflective Dielectric-Coated Diagonal
A ES 2” Dielectric-Coated Diagonal Mirror 

with 1.25” Adapter

DD03-01CF

3” 99% Reflective Dielectric-Coated Diagonal
B ES 3” Dielectric-Coated Diagonal Mirror 

with 1.25” Adapter

Focusers and Diagonals
The focuser is one of the most important mechanical components of 
your telescope because it is the tool you use to find and hold that perfect 
crisp image. Explore Scientific offers various styles of focusers, including 
rack and pinion, Crayford and the premium 3” Feather Touch model. All of 
these dual-speed focusers are built to meet high standards of precision 
and functionality. They all offer features like fine and coarse focusing 
and locking and tension screws that avoid unintended adjustments or 
slipping of the drawtube. A diagonal allows for a comfortable viewing 
experience by using a mirror to direct the light at a 90° angle toward 
the eyepiece, which is positioned perpendicular to the OTA making the 
image more accessible. Equipped to fit both 1.25” and 2” eyepieces, our 
diagonals house a precision-polished, dielectric-coated mirror that is 99% 
reflective to maximize light transmission.
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With its scale markings and open center, this 
excellent erect image finder scope not only 
helps you center objects precisely, but gives 
a reference of the exact field of view in 
degrees. The deep red illumin-
ation can be adjusted to 
just the right brightness. 
The eyepiece has com-
fortable eye relief and 
produces a 6° field of 
view. Both the eye-
piece and the main 
objective can be 
focused independently 
so that you can obtain perfect focus for 
your eyes. The straight-thru finderscope 
weights just under a pound (15.9 oz), and 
measures 8.5” x 2.45” x 2.25”.

With its Northern and Southern polar reference markings, 
this excellent erect image finder scope allows for quick 
and precise polar alignments with any equatorial mount. 
The deep red illumination can be controlled 
by the variable brightness knob, which 
also serves as the illuminator’s on/off 
switch. This finder produces 
a wide 7° field of view and 
allows precision focus of 
both the main objective 
and the eyepiece reticle. 
The right angle finder-
scope weights 1 pound, 
and measures 7.87” x 2.44” x 4.4”.

VFEI0850-01 VFEI0850-RA

8 X 50 Illuminated 
Straight Through Finder Scope

8 X 50 Illuminated
Right Angle Finder Scope

FNDRBASEBLK

FNDRRGSTALL

FNDRBASE-ESSEN

FNDRRGSRA

FNDRRGSSTD

Finderscope Brackets
50mm Finderscope Rings - Standard Height

50mm Finderscope Rings - Tall

50mm Finderscope Rings for Right Angle Finder

Finderscope Base w/ Mounting Screws

T-Shaped Finder Scope Base for Essential 
Series with Mounting Screws
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SPCA125-00

Smart Phone Adapter
The adapter allows users 
to securely position their 
smartphone over the eyepiece 
to capture and share images. 
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80/102mm
Carbon Fiber: 4.75”

127mm
Carbon Fiber: 5.812”

152mm Carbon Fiber
& Comet Hunter: 7”

Thread-on Lens Cover
for ED80: 3.187

Thread-on Lens Cover
for ED102: 4.125”

Thread-on Lens Cover
 for ED127: 5.187”

Lens Cap for 102mm
Telescopes: 5.875”

Lens Cap for 127mm
Telescopes: 6.375”

Lens Cap for 152mm
Telescopes: 7.625”

FOCCMTHTR-00 FOCCMTHTR-00 FOCCMTHTR-00

TEDMN152CRDL

TED127CRDL

TED102CFCRDL

TED102CRDL

TED152CFCRDL

TED127CFCRDL

Cradle Rings

Saddle Plates

Lens Caps

A
B
C
D
E
F

ABC-DE-F

FOCEDAPO-00 FOCEDAPO-00 FOCEDAPO-00

FOCDAR-00 FOCDAR-00 FOCDAR-00

VXNSML

VXNMD

VXNLG

LSMDY

Short Vixen-Style Saddle
Plate for ED80 : 5.125”
Medium Vixen-Style
Saddle Plate: 7.5”
Large Vixen-Style
Saddle Plate: 11”
Losmandy-Style
Saddle Plate: 7.5”

Cradle Assembly for White 102mm Telescope 

Cradle Assembly for Carbon Fiber 102mm Telescope

Cradle Assembly for White 127mm Telescope

Cradle Assembly for Carbon Fiber 127mm Telescope

Cradle Assembly for Carbon Fiber 152mm Telescope

Cradle Assembly for Comet Hunter Telescope
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Losmandy-Style
Saddle Plate

Large Vixen-Style
Saddle Plate
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Your telescope is much more than an 
observation aid. It is your personal pathway to 
the stars, and protecting it while it is in storage 
or transit should be a priority. Designed 
especially for the ED127, ED127CF, DAR127 
and DAR152, this soft-sided carrying case also 
holds eyepieces and accessories as well as 
some of our mounts without a scope. Inside, 
the light gray colored nylon features multiple 
velcro compartments designed to carefully 
cradle and easily organize the contents. 
Outside, its soft-sided polyester outer shell has 
a reinforced back and sides, a shoulder strap 
with Explore Scientific embroidered logo pad 
and hand straps for grab-and-go convenience.
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SSCC-01

Telescope Case

The soft-sided case features a polyester outer shell and a reinforced back 
and sides. 

The interior of the case has compartments 
to protect individual accessories. 

A pad on the shoulder strap provides for extra comfort when carrying.
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Dawn of the NEW     
FirstLight™ Series

Offering a galaxy of options
for astronomers of all levels.

All Packages Include
• One 25 mm Plössl Eyepiece*

• Red Dot Viewfinder
• Downloadable Software

• Smartphone Adapter
*AR70 & AR90 include Kellner 9mm and 20mm eyepieces

102mm Achromatic Refractor
w/ EQ3 Mount Package

120mm Maksutov-Cassegrain
w/ EXOS II GoTo Mount Package

150mm Newtonian Reflector
w/ EXOS II GoTo Mount Package

Whether you’re looking to delve into the details of our solar system or explore inspiring deep sky 
treasures, the versatile FirstLight™ series has an observing package that will fit your individual needs. 
Each of the combinations in this new line comes complete with all of the essentials — a telescope, a 
sturdy mount, an eyepiece and a red dot viewfinder. Telescope offerings include achromatic refractors 
ranging in aperture from 70mm to 152mm, Maksutov-Cassegrains from 100mm to 152mm, and 
Newtonian reflectors from 114mm to an impressive 203mm. Mounts vary from a simple fork-mounted 
alt-azimuth option to a complete GOTO tracking system. As an added benefit, each package includes 
an adapter that allows you to use your smartphone to easily capture and share the beauty unfolding 
in your eyepiece. With FirstLight™, the only thing you need to bring is your passion to explore.

FirstLight™ Series Packages
• One 25 mm
Plössl Eyepiece

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

See the next few pages for complete packages details.
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FL-AR1021000EQ3

FirstLight™ Series EQ3 Mount Packages
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other. Each EQ3 package pairs a sturdy German equatorial mount with one of six different telescopes. The options are a 80mm or 
102mm achromatic refractor, a 114mm or 130mm Newtonian reflector or a 100 mm or 127mm Maksutov-Cassegrain.

The EQ3 mount’s German equatorial design allows users to follow the elliptical and smoothly track celestial targets on their 
journey across the sky. It comes with two flexible shafts for guiding the scope and a 2½lbs counterweight to provide the 
necessary balance. It can be polar aligned for easier navigation. The included metal tripod is fully extendable and has 1 ¼” legs 
and an accessory tray that locks the legs in place for added stability.

To complete the package, each of these combinations comes with a 25mm Plössl eyepiece, 
a red dot viewfinder, an adapter that allows you to use your 
smartphone to easily capture and share what is featured 
in the eyepiece and downloadable 
computer software to help users 
navigate the night sky.

• One 25 mm
Plössl Eyepiece

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

What’s Included

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/9.8FL-AR1021000EQ3 175x 63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal 102 mm 25 mm1000mm

FirstLight™ Series EXOS II OTAs Specifications
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FL-AR80900EQ3

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/11.25

f/9.8

f/4.3

f/4.6

f/14

f/15

FL-AR80900EQ3

FL-AR1021000EQ3

FL-N114500EQ3

FL-N130600EQ3

FL-MC1001400EQ3

FL-MC1271900EQ3

125x

175x

200x

180x

180x

230x

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser

40 mm Focuser

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

80 mm

102 mm

114 mm

130 mm

100 mm

127 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

900mm

1000mm

500mm

600mm

1400mm

1900mm

FirstLight™ Series EQ3 Mount OTAs Specifications

FL-MC1001400EQ3 FL-MC1271900EQ3 FL-N130600EQ3FL-N114500EQ3
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FL-AR1021000EXOS2GT

The FirstLight series is all about providing combinations of telescopes, mounts and accessories that truly complement each other. 
Each EXOS II GT package pairs a rugged GOTO mount with one of seven different telescopes. The options are a 102mm, 127mm 
or 152 mm achromatic refractor; a 150mm or 203mm Newtonian reflector; or a 127 mm or 152mm Maksutov-Cassegrain.

The EXOS II GOTO equatorial mount is an excellent choice for astrophotography and long observing sessions. It is equipped 
with motors on both axes that allow the mount to smoothly and accurately track astronomical objects as they journey through 
the night sky. The GOTO system is operated with a hand controller and includes an impressive database of celestial objects. The 
mount comes with a sturdy, 2-inch diameter steel tripod with a center bar bracing system that suppresses vibrations for clear 
images and added stability. The mount and tripod can support telescope assemblies of up to 29 pounds.

To complete the package, each of these combinations comes with a 
25mm Plössl eyepiece, a red dot viewfinder and an adapter that
 allows you to use your smartphone to easily capture and 
share what is featured in the eyepiece.

• One 25 mm
Plössl Eyepiece

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

What’s Included

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/9.8FL-AR1021000EXOS2GT 175x 63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal 102 mm 25 mm1000mm

FirstLight™ Series EXOS II OTAs Specifications
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FL-AR152760EXOS2GT

FL-N2031000EXOS2GT FL-N150750EXOS2GT

FL-AR1271200EXOS2GT

FL-MC1271900EXOS2GT FL-MC1521900EXOS2GT

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/9.8

f/9.4

f/5

f/5

f/4.9

f/15

f/12.25

FL-AR1021000EXOS2GT

FL-AR1271200EXOS2GT

FL-AR152760EXOS2GT

FL-N150750EXOS2GT

FL-N2031000EXOS2GT

FL-MC1271900EXOS2GT

FL-MC1521900EXOS2GT

175x

180x

280x

280x

375x

230x

280x

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser

63.5 mm 
Hexagonal Focuser

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

102 mm

127 mm

152 mm

150 mm

203 mm

127 mm

152 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

1000mm

1200mm

760mm

750mm

1000mm

1900mm

1900mm

FirstLight™ Series EXOS II GT OTAs Specifications
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FirstLight™ Series Twilight I Mount
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FL-AR1021000MAZ01

The FirstLight series is all about providing combinations of telescopes, mounts and accessories that truly complement each other. 
Each Twilight I package pairs a versatile alt-azimuth mount with one of five different telescopes. The options are a 102mm or 
127mm achromatic refractor, a 130mm Newtonian reflector or a 127 mm or 152mm Maksutov-Cassegrain. 

The Twilight I alt-azimuth mount can smoothly move your telescope up, down and side-to-side and then firmly lock it into 
position to avoid frustrating slippage. It will support up to 18 pounds and features slow-motion controls on both axes that 
facilitate fine adjustments and easy object tracking. It also has an adjustable fork arm that will allow you to angle the head 
mount enough for some telescopes to point at the zenith. The metal tripod that comes standard with the Twilight I mount has 
adjustable legs and a wide footprint of 42 inches, which makes the tripod more stable. A spreader bar locks against the inside 
of the legs to secure the tripod even further, and keep vibrations to a minimum.

To complete the package, each of these combinations comes with a 25mm Plössl eyepiece, 
a red dot viewfinder and an adapter that allows observers 
to use a smartphone to easily capture and share what is 
featured in the eyepiece.

• One 25 mm
Plössl Eyepiece

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

What’s Included

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/9.8FL-AR1021000MAZ01 175x 63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal 102 mm 25 mm1000mm

FirstLight™ Series Twilight I OTAs Specifications
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FL-MC1271900MAZ01 FL-MC1521900MAZ01FL-N130600MAZ01

FL-AR1271200MAZ01

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/9.8

f/9.4

f/4.6

f/15

f/12.5

FL-AR1021000MAZ01

FL-AR1271200MAZ01

FL-N130600MAZ01

FL-MC1271900MAZ01

FL-MC1521900MAZ01

175x

180x

180x

230x

280x

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

63.5 mm Hexagonal Focuser 
with 50 mm 90� Diagonal

102 mm

127 mm

130 mm

127 mm

152 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

1000mm

1200mm

600mm

1900mm

1900mm

FirstLight™ Series Twilight I OTAs Specifications
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The FirstLight series is all about providing combinations of telescopes, mounts and accessories that truly complement each 
other. Each Twilight Nano package pairs an easy-to-operate alt-azimuth mount with one of four different telescopes. The options 
are a 80mm achromatic refractor, a 114mm Newtonian reflector or a 100 mm or 127mm Maksutov-Cassegrain.

The Twilight Nano is an alt-azimuth mount that combines a long panhandle control with a large surface bushing design to make 
it easier for users to track celestial objects as they move through the night sky. The lightweight mount is highly portable but can 
still hold up to 15lbs of equipment. The included metal tripod is fully extendable and has 1 ¼” legs and an accessory tray that 
locks the legs in place for added stability. 

To complete the package, each of these combinations comes with a 25mm Plossl eyepiece, a red dot viewfinder, an adapter that 
allows you to use your smartphone to easily capture and share what is featured in the eyepiece and downloadable computer 
software to help users navigate the night sky.

FirstLight™ Series Twilight Nano Mount
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• One 25 mm
Plössl Eyepiece

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

What’s Included

FL-AR80640TN

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/8FL-AR80640TN 125x 40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal 80 mm 25 mm640mm

FirstLight™ Series Twilight Nano OTAs Specifications
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FL-N114500TN

FL-MC1001400TN FL-MC1271900TN

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/8

f/4.3

f/14

f/15

FL-AR80640TN

FL-N114500TN

FL-MC1001400TN

FL-MC1271900TN

125x

200x

180x

230x

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

80 mm

114 mm

100 mm

127 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

25 mm

640mm

500mm

1400mm

1900mm

FirstLight™ Series Twilight Nano OTAs Specifications
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FirstLight™ Series AZ Mount Packages
The FirstLight series is all about providing combinations of telescopes, mounts and accessories that truly complement 
each other. In these two packages, the AZ mount is paired with either a 70mm or a 90mm achromatic refractor.

Designed solely for these two FirstLight telescopes, the AZ mount is a yoke-mounted alt-azimuth with an altitude rod. 
The lightweight mount allows users to easily move the telescope up and down and side to side. It comes with a fully 
extendable tripod. 

To complete the package, each of these choices comes with a 9mm and a 20mm Kellner eyepiece, a red dot viewfinder, 
an adapter that allows you to use your smartphone to easily capture and share what is featured in the eyepiece and 
downloadable computer software to help users navigate the night sky. 

• Maximum height: 1.19m (47”)
• Minimum height: .76m (30”)
• Weight: 2.7kg (6lbs)

FL-AR70700AZ
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• 9mm & 20mm
Kellner Eyepieces

• Red Dot
Viewfinder

• Downloadable 
Computer Software

• Smartphone 
Adapter

What’s Included

Focal
LengthItem#        Magnification Focal

Ratio
Optical 

Diameter EyepieceAdapter

f/10

f/5.6

FL-AR70700AZ

FL-AR90500AZ

100x

125x

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

40 mm Focuser with 
31.75 mm 90� Diagonal

70 mm

90 mm

1.25"
K9 mm & K20mm

1.25"
K9 mm & K20mm

700mm

500mm

FirstLight™ Series AZ OTAs Specifications
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Explore Scientific Warranties
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
By registering your Explore Scientific branded product your complete satisfaction 
is guaranteed. We know satisfaction is what it is all about and we know it is what 
keeps us in business. So once the original retailer’s return period has passed, if you 
believe that your Explore Scientific branded product is not meeting our advertised 
standards or if you are not completely satisfied with it, we will gladly repair or 
replace it with no service charge. Simply contact our Customer Service Center at 
(866) 252-3811 for assistance with this or any other return situations.

Explore Star Transferable Unlimited Lifetime Warranty
Explore Scientific branded products are under warranty forever and this warranty is 
transferrable from owner-to-owner as long as the product was properly registered 
with Explore Scientific. This Transferrable Unlimited Lifetime Warranty covers any 
problem no matter what the cause. In addition, this new warranty supersedes and 
is retroactive for Explore Scientific branded products that are already serving in the 
field, provided they are registered with us.

• Explore Scientific Branded Telescopes: *Limited* USA One Year Warranty, 
   Extendable to Unlimited Lifetime Warranty
• Explore Scientific Branded Eyepieces: One Year Warranty, Extendable to
   Unlimited Lifetime Warranty
• Explore Scientific Branded Non-Electronic Telescope Accessories: 
*Limited* USA One Year Warranty, Extendable to Unlimited Lifetime Warranty

WARRANTIES LISTED BELOW APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:
• Explore FirstLight, Explore One, Bresser, National Geographic, Eduscience
   Telescopes: 90 Days or Extendable to *Limited* USA One Year Warranty
• Microscopes: 90 Days or Extendable to *Limited* USA One Year Warranty 
   or Limited Lifetime
• Rifle Scopes: 90 Days or Extendable to *Limited* USA Five Year Warranty 
   or USA Limited Lifetime
• Binoculars & Spotting Scopes: 90 Days or Extendable to *Limited* USA 
  One Year Warranty or USA Limited Lifetime
• Laser Range Finder, Cameras and Electronics: 90 Days or Extendable to 
  *Limited *USA One Year Warranty
• Third-Party Products: Warranty is provided by Third Party Manufacturers

*Limited Warranty is in the USA and its territories, extended to our Transferable 
Unlimited Lifetime Warranty when product is registered on the available Explore 
Scientific Branded Products. Product registration must be completed within 60 days 
of purchase. Limited Warranty is transferable from original owner (Original owner 
may include person receiving brand new product as a gift).

Certain state laws do not allow limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion 
or limitation of certain damages. If these laws apply to you, some or all of the 
disclaimers, exclusions or limitations may not apply to you, and you might have 
additional rights.
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Customer Service
At Explore Scientific, we are committed to meeting the highest standards of clarity, 
contrast, functionality and service to guarantee unprecedented levels of customer 
satisfaction. With this mission in mind, we value feedback such as:

“I picked up the 11mm eyepiece about 4 months ago, and it has become the most 
used eyepiece in my kit. The build quality is excellent, stars are sharp all the way 
to the edges, and the wide field of view is like a window to the stars. I use this 
eyepiece for everything from planets to nebulae.

I have no qualms about recommending this product unconditionally.”

Matthew
Amazon.com

“I bought a AR152 about a year ago and mine like yours shows very little CA. I love it 
and the deep space views are excellent. I just bought a ES102APO before Christmas 
during the ES sale, couldn’t pass it up for their sale price! It is just excellent, no CA at 
all on any objects that I’ve viewed and very sharp views. If our weather ever clears 
up on my days off I want to get them side by side when the moons up and see if 
there is really any difference between them other than the slight CA of the AR152.”

Johnny
onetreeobservatory.wordpress.com

I absolutely love this eyepiece, it stays in my diagonal/Dob 97% of the time. Great 
choice for Milky Way scanning, and frames many objects in Sagittarius. Clean stars 
for the majority of the field, with stars only going soft at the outermost edges. If 
anything were to happen to it, I would immediately order another one from Agena 
Astro. I cannot praise this eyepiece enough.

Mitch
Agenaastro.com

Contact Us
The adventures these instruments can send you on are immeasurable, and we 
encourage you to enjoy our products fully, use them often and share with others. 
We want you to have the experience you deserve, so please do not hesitate to 
contact our Customer Service Center with your questions or suggestions at 
(866) 252-3811.

By giving others a deeper understanding of the universe, our products serve an 
important purpose, and we want to help you sustain them.
 
That is why we offer Explore STAR – our fully transferrable, unlimited lifetime 
warranty that covers any problem no matter the cause and guarantees an 
unprecedented level of satisfaction that can be passed on to future owners.
 
To obtain this impressive coverage, all you have to do is register your Explore 
Scientific branded telescope within 60 days of purchase. We encourage you to do 
so today, so your telescope can be protected for a lifetime.  

ANYTIME FREE SERVICE!
Anytime that an Explore Scientific branded product needs adjustments, cleaning or 
collimation, we will do this service for free, even beyond the warranty period. Here’s 
the deal: You drop it off and pick it up or provide round-trip shipping, and we will 
provide our professional service at no charge!Cu
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